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Didn't get the promised things straight away :/. If it's this much, you should gain access to all the heroes permanently. Stop
making us play your mutliplayer.. If it's this much, you should gain access to all the heroes permanently. Stop making us play
your mutliplayer.. Didn't get the promised things straight away :/. I DIDNT EVEN GET IT WHEN I BOUGHT IT, SUPPORT
PLEAS!!!!. I'm dissapointed because I bought this before they updated the discription to say that it only gives you the first 12
heros so I thought that I would get all of the heros. It seems unreasonable that you would have to buy not only the delux edition
but also all other characters they make in order to have all of them.. Bought the soundtrack only, don't care for the this sort of
game at all. But the music in the trailer sold me. Also had to keep the game up for 5 minutes in order to write this review, thanks
Valve! I was hoping for 10 tracks for $10, but you're only getting 7(and they're like a minute each), I was expecting more :( And
therefor I'm gonna give it a "No" on the recommendation. I could also listen to them all while waiting for them to open up so I
can write this, and they are indeed quite good.. Bought the soundtrack only, don't care for the this sort of game at all. But the
music in the trailer sold me. Also had to keep the game up for 5 minutes in order to write this review, thanks Valve! I was
hoping for 10 tracks for $10, but you're only getting 7(and they're like a minute each), I was expecting more :( And therefor I'm
gonna give it a "No" on the recommendation. I could also listen to them all while waiting for them to open up so I can write this,
and they are indeed quite good.. If it's this much, you should gain access to all the heroes permanently. Stop making us play your
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mutliplayer.. I DIDNT EVEN GET IT WHEN I BOUGHT IT, SUPPORT PLEAS!!!!
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